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Abstract
Multiteam systems are frequently used to address large-scale, complex problems, including innovation efforts. These “teams of teams” represent deep and diverse sources of knowledge; however, synchronizing activities across teams, managing knowledge flows, and minimizing the detrimental effects of goal and role conflict present major challenges for organizations. We argue that the transactive memory system (TMS) concept is useful for promoting innovation not only within teams, but also across teams engaged in collective innovation. A TMS is a form of collective cognition that has been shown to help team members develop and integrate diverse sources of knowledge, build upon team members’ knowledge, and minimize detrimental conflict. Consequently, TMS has been linked to better team performance and innovation. We propose that developing a multiteam TMS is also critical for innovation efforts in multiteam systems because TMS helps to promote key behaviors known to lead to innovative outcomes while overcoming some of the challenges of managing interdependent teams of teams. Our propositions also articulate how certain patterns of knowledge exchange within and between teams are most likely to promote multiteam TMS development. We draw on the boundary spanning literature and recent research linking TMS with transitive triad network structures to predict effective and innovation-driven knowledge exchange patterns in a multiteam system. We discuss theoretical and practical implications of our theory for managing multiteam innovation.
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